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(54) BRIGHTNESS ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

(57) A brightness adjustment system, comprising a
block dividing module (1), a representative brightness
value calculation module (2), an edge information extrac-
tion module (3), an adjustment gain calculation module
(4), a gain smoothing processing module (5), and a data
modulation module (6). By dividing an image into blocks
(D), and combining the brightness representative values
and edge information amounts characterizing image

complexity of the blocks (D), the brightness adjustment
system performs independent brightness adjustment for
each block (D), thus enabling precise brightness adjust-
ment, lowering the brightness of a bright image portion
while retaining details in a dark image portion, and pro-
viding flexible brightness adjustment for complex image
blocks (D).
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of display techniques, and in particular to a luminance adjustment
system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The panel display device provides the advantages of thinness, power-saving, radiation-free, and so on, and is
widely applied to various fields. The known panel display device mainly comprises liquid crystal display (LCD) and
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display.
[0003] The OLED display provides the advantages of active light-emitting, need for backlight source, low driving
voltage, high illumination efficiency, quick response time, high clearness and contrast, near 180° viewing angle, wide
operation temperature range, applicable to flexible panel and large-area full-color display, and is regarded as the most
promising display technology.
[0004] The OLED display comprises a plurality of pixels arranged in an array, with each pixel comprising: a red sub-
pixel (R), a green sub-pixel (G), and a blue sub-pixel (B), and each sub-pixel disposed with an OLED. The OLED usually
comprises: an anode, a hole injection layer disposed on the anode, a hole transport layer disposed on the hole injection
layer, an organic light-emitting layer disposed on the hole transport layer, an electron transport layer disposed on the
organic light-emitting layer, an electron injection layer disposed on the electron transport layer, and a cathode disposed
on the electron injection layer. The operation theory of the OLED display is that the semiconductor material and the
organic light-emitting material driven by the electrical field to emit light through carrier injection and combination.
[0005] At present, the OLED display ageing and power-consumption problems are more prominent. In known technique,
an approach to address the OLED display ageing and power-consumption problems is:
Using average picture level (APL) algorithm to compute the luminance intensity of the display screen. If the screen has
too high a luminance intensity, the overall luminance is reduced by adjusting data signal, gamma voltage, or OLED
voltage, which achieves reducing OLED power-consumption as well as slowing down OLED ageing.
[0006] However, the above approach has a shortcoming: for high luminance intensity images with high luminance
contrast, the overall image luminance will be reduced to cause the contrast also reduced, as well as losing the details
in darker part of the image, resulting in degraded display quality.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The object of the present invention is to provide a luminance adjustment system, able to maintain details in
darker part of the image, and to adjust the luminance of bright and complex part of the image to a greater extent.
[0008] To achieve the above object, the present invention provides a luminance adjustment system, comprising:

a block division module, for receiving original image data and dividing image into MxN blocks along X-direction and
Y-direction; wherein, M and N both positive integers; each block comprising a plurality of pixels arranged in an array,
the original image data of each pixel comprising: red original image data, green original image data, and blue original
image data;

a luminance representative value calculation module electrically connected to the block division module, for obtaining
a luminance representative value for each block;

an edge information extraction module electrically connected to the block division module, for analyzing the original
image data of each block to obtain an edge information amount of each block;

an adjustment gain calculation module electrically connected to the luminance representative value calculation
module and the edge information extraction module, for calculating a luminance adjustment coefficient of each block
based on the luminance representative value and the edge information amount of each block;

a gain smooth processing module electrically connected to the adjustment gain calculation module, for performing
calibration the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block to obtain a luminance adjustment calibration value
of each block so as to performing smooth processing on each pixel in each block to prevent luminance at borders
between blocks from mutating; and
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a data modulation module electrically connected to the gain smooth processing module, for performing modulation
on the original image data based on the luminance adjustment calibration value of each block to obtain a modulated
image data of each block so as to perform individual luminance modulation on each block.

[0009] According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the luminance representative value calculation
module obtains the luminance representative value of each block as follows:

obtaining a luminance feature value TBP of each pixel in a block; and

calculating an average of the luminance feature values TBP of all the pixels in the block as the luminance repre-
sentative value (average picture level, APL) of the block.

[0010] Optionally, the luminance representative value calculation module obtains the luminance feature value TBP of
each pixel in the block as follows:
extracting a maximum luminance value corresponding to the red original image data, green original image data, and
blue original image data of a pixel as the luminance feature value TBP, i.e.: 

[0011] Optionally, the luminance representative value calculation module obtains the luminance feature value TBP of
each pixel in the block as follows:
translating the red original image data, green original image data, and blue original image data of a pixel to YCbCr color
space, and then calculating the luminance feature value TBP with the following: 

[0012] According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the edge information extraction module uses
Sobel operator for edge detection to obtain the edge information amount of each block.
[0013] According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the edge information extraction module obtains
the edge information amount of each block as follows:

first, calculating an X-direction grayscale value Gx and a Y-direction grayscale GY of each pixel in a block: 

wherein f(a,b) is the luminance value of the original image data corresponding to the pixel with X-direction coordinate
a and Y-direction coordinate b in the block, SobelX is an X-direction Sobel operator and Sobely is a Y-direction
Soble operator;

then, calculating a gradient G of each pixel in the block: 

then, comparing the gradient G of each pixel in the block with a default threshold; if the gradient G of a pixel being
greater than the default threshold, determining the pixel as an edge point;

finally, summing the number of the pixels determined as edge points in the block as the edge information amount
of the block.
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[0014] According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each block comprises 3x3 pixels, the X-direction
Sobel operator Sobelx and Y-direction Soble operator SobelY are respectively as: 

[0015] According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the adjustment gain calculation module calculates
the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block as follows:

first, presetting a target luminance for grayscale 255 at different luminance representative value APL so that the
target luminance decreasing as the grayscale corresponding to the luminance representative value increasing,
calculating a normal luminance adjustment coefficient K APL of each block as following: 

presetting a relation between the edge information amount and an edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge, so
that the edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge decreasing as the edge information amount increasing, looking
for the corresponding edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge based on the edge information amount of each
block;

then, calculating the luminance adjustment coefficient K as following: 

[0016] According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the gain smooth processing module performs
calibration on the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block as follows:

first, selecting a block, calculating a horizontal gain KH of an X-direction adjacent block, and a vertical gain KV of a
Y-direction adjacent block for the selected block as following: 

wherein K1 is the luminance adjustment coefficient of the selected block, K2 is the luminance adjustment coefficient
of X-direction adjacent block of the selected block, K3 is the luminance adjustment coefficient of Y-direction adjacent
block of the selected block, x and y are X-direction and Y-direction coordinates of each pixel with respect to a center
pixel of the selected block, X is the horizontal distance between the center pixel of the selected block and the center
pixel of the X-direction adjacent block, and Y is the vertical distance between the center pixel of the selected block
and the center pixel of the Y-direction adjacent block;

then, calculating the luminance adjustment calibration value K’ of each pixel in the selected block as following:
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[0017] According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the data modulation module obtains the mod-
ulated image data of each block as follows:

the modulated image data of a block = the luminance adjustment calibration value K’ of each pixel in the block 3
the original image data of the corresponding pixel in the block, i.e.: 

wherein R’, G’, and B’ are modulated red image data, modulated green image data, and modulated blue image data
respectively.

[0018] The present invention also provides a luminance adjustment system, comprising:

a block division module, for receiving original image data and dividing image into MxN blocks along X-direction and
Y-direction; wherein, M and N both positive integers; each block comprising a plurality of pixels arranged in an array,
the original image data of each pixel comprising: red original image data, green original image data, and blue original
image data;

a luminance representative value calculation module electrically connected to the block division module, for obtaining
a luminance representative value for each block;

an edge information extraction module electrically connected to the block division module, for analyzing the original
image data of each block to obtain an edge information amount of each block;

an adjustment gain calculation module electrically connected to the luminance representative value calculation
module and the edge information extraction module, for calculating a luminance adjustment coefficient of each block
based on the luminance representative value and the edge information amount of each block;

a gain smooth processing module electrically connected to the adjustment gain calculation module, for performing
calibration the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block to obtain a luminance adjustment calibration value
of each block so as to performing smooth processing on each pixel in each block to prevent luminance at borders
between blocks from mutating; and

a data modulation module electrically connected to the gain smooth processing module, for performing modulation
on the original image data based on the luminance adjustment calibration value of each block to obtain a modulated
image data of each block so as to perform individual luminance modulation on each block;

wherein the luminance representative value calculation module obtains the luminance representative value of each
block as follows:

obtaining a luminance feature value TBP of each pixel in a block; and

calculating an average of the luminance feature values TBP of all the pixels in the block as the luminance
representative value (average picture level, APL) of the block;

wherein the edge information extraction module uses Sobel operator for edge detection to obtain the edge information
amount of each block;

wherein the edge information extraction module obtains the edge information amount of each block as follows:
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first, calculating an X-direction grayscale value Gx and a Y-direction grayscale GY of each pixel in a block:

wherein f(a,b) is the luminance value of the original image data corresponding to the pixel with X-direction
coordinate a and Y-direction coordinate b in the block, SobelX is an X-direction Sobel operator and Sobely is a
Y-direction Soble operator;

then, calculating a gradient G of each pixel in the block: 

then, comparing the gradient G of each pixel in the block with a default threshold; if the gradient G of a pixel
being greater than the default threshold, determining the pixel as an edge point;

finally, summing the number of the pixels determined as edge points in the block as the edge information amount
of the block;

wherein each block comprises 3x3 pixels, the X-direction Sobel operator Sobelx and Y-direction Soble operator
SobelY are respectively as: 

wherein the adjustment gain calculation module calculates the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block
as follows:

first, presetting a target luminance for grayscale 255 at different luminance representative value APL so
that the target luminance decreasing as the grayscale corresponding to the luminance representative value
increasing, calculating a normal luminance adjustment coefficient K APL of each block as following: 

presetting a relation between the edge information amount and an edge luminance adjustment coefficient
Kedge, so that the edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge decreasing as the edge information amount
increasing, looking for the corresponding edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge based on the edge
information amount of each block;

then, calculating the luminance adjustment coefficient K as following: 
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[0019] Compared to the known techniques, the present invention provides the following advantages. The present
invention provides a luminance adjustment system, by dividing an image into blocks, and combined with the luminance
representative value and the amount of edge information amount indicating the complexity of the image of each block,
to perform an individual luminance adjustment on each block, so that a more accurate adjustment can be achieved. As
such, the present invention can maintain details in darker part of the image, and to adjust the luminance of bright and
complex part of the image to a greater extent.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] To make the technical solution of the embodiments according to the present invention, a brief description of
the drawings that are necessary for the illustration of the embodiments will be given as follows. Apparently, the drawings
described below show only example embodiments of the present invention and for those having ordinary skills in the
art, other drawings may be easily obtained from these drawings without paying any creative effort. In the drawings:

Figure 1 is a schematic view showing a block diagram of the luminance adjustment system according to the present
invention;

Figure 2 is a schematic view showing the block division module of the luminance adjustment system dividing a frame
into blocks according to the present invention;

Figure 3 is a schematic view showing the adjustment gain calculation module of the luminance adjustment system
presetting target luminance for grayscale 255 under different luminance representative value APL according to the
present invention;

Figure 4 is a schematic view showing the adjustment gain calculating module of the luminance adjustment system
presetting the relation between edge information amount and edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge according
to the present invention;

Figure 5 is a schematic view showing the gain smooth processing module of the luminance adjustment system
performing calibration on the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0021] To further explain the technique means and effect of the present invention, the following uses preferred em-
bodiments and drawings for detailed description.
[0022] Referring to Figure 1, the present invention provides a luminance adjustment system, comprising: a block
division module 1, a luminance representative value calculation module 2 electrically connected to the block division
module 1, an edge information extraction module 3 electrically connected to the block division module 1, an adjustment
gain calculation module 4 electrically connected to the luminance representative value calculation module 2 and the
edge information extraction module 3, a gain smooth processing module 5 electrically connected to the adjustment gain
calculation module 4, and a data modulation module 6 electrically connected to the gain smooth processing module 5.
[0023] Refer to Figure 1 and Figure 2. The block division module 1 is for receiving original image data and dividing
image into MxN blocks D along X-direction and Y-direction; wherein, M and N both are positive integers; each block D
comprises a plurality of pixels P arranged in an array, and the original image data of each pixel P comprises: red original
image data R, green original image data G, and blue original image data B.
[0024] The luminance representative value calculation module 2 is for obtaining a luminance representative value for
each block D.
[0025] Specifically, the luminance representative value calculation module 2 obtains the luminance representative
value of each block D as follows:
First, obtaining a luminance feature value TBP of each pixel P in a block D.
[0026] Moreover, using one of the following two approaches to obtain the luminance feature value TBP of each pixel
P in a block D:

1. extracting a maximum luminance value corresponding to the red original image data R, green original image data
G, and blue original image data B of a pixel P as the luminance feature value TBP, i.e.: 
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2. translating the red original image data R, green original image data G, and blue original image data B of a pixel
P to YCbCr color space, and then calculating the luminance feature value TBP with the following: 

[0027] Then, calculating an average of the luminance feature values TBP of all the pixels P in the block D as the
luminance representative value (average picture level, APL) of the block.
[0028] The edge information extraction module 3 is for analyzing the original image data of each block D to obtain an
edge information amount of each block D.
[0029] Specifically, the edge information extraction module 3 uses Sobel operator for edge detection. Take each block
comprising 3x3 pixels P as example. The X-direction Sobel operator Sobelx and Y-direction Soble operator SobelY are
respectively as: 

[0030] If A is an original image of a block D, the image of X-direction edge detection is: 

and the image of Y-direction edge detection is:

[0031] Moreover, the edge information extraction module 3 obtains the edge information amount of each block D as
follows:

First, calculating an X-direction grayscale value Gx and a Y-direction grayscale GY of each pixel P in a block D: 

wherein f(a,b) is the luminance value of the original image data corresponding to the pixel P with X-direction coordinate
a and Y-direction coordinate b in the block D; taking each block D comprising 3x3 pixels P as example, then: 
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[0032] Then, calculating a gradient G of each pixel P in the block D: 

[0033] Then, comparing the gradient G of each pixel P in the block D with a default threshold; if the gradient G of a
pixel being greater than the default threshold, determining the pixel as an edge point;
Finally, summing the number of the pixels P determined as edge points in the block D as the edge information amount
of the block D. The edge information amount indicates the image complexity. The higher the edge information amount
is, the more complex the image is.
[0034] The adjustment gain calculation module 4 is for calculating a luminance adjustment coefficient of each block
D based on the luminance representative value and the edge information amount of each block D.
[0035] Specifically, the adjustment gain calculation module 4 calculates the luminance adjustment coefficient of each
block D as follows:
First, as shown in Figure 3, presetting a target luminance for 255 grayscale 255 at different luminance representative
value APL, calculating a normal luminance adjustment coefficient KAPL of each block D as following: 

[0036] For example, assuming that the luminance of a block D before adjustment is grayscale 255, the luminance
representative value APL is 255. On the condition that the luminance representative value APL is 255, the target luminance
of grayscale 255 is Min=64. Then, 

[0037] Then, as shown in Figure 4, presetting a relation between the edge information amount and an edge luminance
adjustment coefficient Kedge, looking for the corresponding edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge based on the
edge information amount of each block D;
Then, calculating the luminance adjustment coefficient K as following: 

[0038] It should be noted that the target luminance for grayscale 255 decreases as the grayscale corresponding to
the luminance representative value increases. That is, the higher the grayscale corresponding to the luminance repre-
sentative value APL is, the lower the target luminance for grayscale 255 is. The edge luminance adjustment coefficient
Kedge decreases as the edge information amount increases. That is, the larger the edge information amount is, the image
is more complex, the lower the luminance is adjusted to so as to match the property that human eyes are more sensitive
to complex image at lower luminance. Therefore, the luminance of complex image block D is adjusted to a greater extent.
[0039] The gain smooth processing module 5 is for performing calibration the luminance adjustment coefficient of
each block D to obtain a luminance adjustment calibration value of each block D so as to performing smooth processing
on each pixel P in each block D to prevent luminance at borders between blocks D from mutating.
[0040] Specifically, as shown in Figure 5, the gain smooth processing module 5 performs calibration on the luminance
adjustment coefficient of each block D as follows:
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First, selecting a block D, calculating a horizontal gain KH of an X-direction adjacent block D, and a vertical gain KV
of a Y-direction adjacent block D for the selected block D as following: 

wherein K1 is the luminance adjustment coefficient of the selected block D, K2 is the luminance adjustment coefficient
of X-direction adjacent block D of the selected block D, K3 is the luminance adjustment coefficient of Y-direction
adjacent block D of the selected block D, x and y are X-direction and Y-direction coordinates of each pixel P with
respect to a center pixel P of the selected block D, X is the horizontal distance between the center pixel P of the
selected block D and the center pixel P of the X-direction adjacent block D, and Y is the vertical distance between
the center pixel P of the selected block D and the center pixel P of the Y-direction adjacent block D;

Then, calculating the luminance adjustment calibration value K’ of each pixel P in the selected block D as following: 

[0041] The data modulation module electrically 6 is for performing modulation on the original image data based on
the luminance adjustment calibration value of each block D to obtain a modulated image data of each block D so as to
perform individual luminance modulation on each block D.
[0042] Specifically, the data modulation module 6 obtains the modulated image data of each block as follows:

the modulated image data of a block D = the luminance adjustment calibration value K’ of each pixel P in the block
D 3 the original image data of the corresponding pixel P in the block D, i.e.: 

wherein R’, G’, and B’ are modulated red image data, modulated green image data, and modulated blue image data
respectively.

[0043] Therefore, the luminance adjustment system of the present invention can, by dividing an image into blocks,
and combining with the luminance representative value and the amount of edge information amount indicating the
complexity of the image of each block, perform an individual luminance adjustment on each block, so that a more accurate
adjustment can be achieved. As such, the present invention can maintain details in darker part of the image, and to
adjust the luminance of bright and complex part of the image to a greater extent.
[0044] In summary, the present invention provides a luminance adjustment system, by dividing an image into blocks,
and combined with the luminance representative value and the amount of edge information amount indicating the
complexity of the image of each block, to perform an individual luminance adjustment on each block, so that a more
accurate adjustment can be achieved. As such, the present invention can maintain details in darker part of the image,
and to adjust the luminance of bright and complex part of the image to a greater extent.
[0045] It should be noted that in the present disclosure the terms, such as, first, second are only for distinguishing an
entity or operation from another entity or operation, and does not imply any specific relation or order between the entities
or operations. Also, the terms "comprises", "include", and other similar variations, do not exclude the inclusion of other
non-listed elements. Without further restrictions, the expression "comprises a..." does not exclude other identical elements
from presence besides the listed elements.
[0046] Embodiments of the present invention have been described, but not intending to impose any unduly constraint
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to the appended claims. Any modification of equivalent structure or equivalent process made according to the disclosure
and drawings of the present invention, or any application thereof, directly or indirectly, to other related fields of technique,
is considered encompassed in the scope of protection defined by the clams of the present invention.

Claims

1. A luminance adjustment system, comprising:

a block division module, for receiving original image data and dividing image into MxN blocks along X-direction
and Y-direction; wherein, M and N both positive integers; each block comprising a plurality of pixels arranged
in an array, the original image data of each pixel comprising: red original image data, green original image data,
and blue original image data;
a luminance representative value calculation module electrically connected to the block division module, for
obtaining a luminance representative value for each block;
an edge information extraction module electrically connected to the block division module, for analyzing the
original image data of each block to obtain an edge information amount of each block;
an adjustment gain calculation module electrically connected to the luminance representative value calculation
module and the edge information extraction module, for calculating a luminance adjustment coefficient of each
block based on the luminance representative value and the edge information amount of each block;
a gain smooth processing module electrically connected to the adjustment gain calculation module, for perform-
ing calibration the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block to obtain a luminance adjustment calibration
value of each block so as to performing smooth processing on each pixel in each block to prevent luminance
at borders between blocks from mutating; and
a data modulation module electrically connected to the gain smooth processing module, for performing modu-
lation on the original image data based on the luminance adjustment calibration value of each block to obtain
a modulated image data of each block so as to perform individual luminance modulation on each block.

2. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 1, wherein the luminance representative value calculation
module obtains the luminance representative value of each block as follows:

obtaining a luminance feature value TBP of each pixel in a block; and
calculating an average of the luminance feature values TBP of all the pixels in the block as the luminance
representative value (average picture level, APL) of the block.

3. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 2, wherein the luminance representative value calculation
module obtains the luminance feature value TBP of each pixel in the block as follows:
extracting a maximum luminance value corresponding to the red original image data, green original image data,
and blue original image data of a pixel as the luminance feature value TBP, i.e.: 

4. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 2, wherein the luminance representative value calculation
module obtains the luminance feature value TBP of each pixel in the block as follows:
translating the red original image data, green original image data, and blue original image data of a pixel to YCbCr
color space, and then calculating the luminance feature value TBP with the following: 

5. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 1, wherein the edge information extraction module uses
Sobel operator for edge detection to obtain the edge information amount of each block.

6. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 5, wherein the edge information extraction module obtains
the edge information amount of each block as follows:
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calculating an X-direction grayscale value Gx and a Y-direction grayscale GY of each pixel in a block: 

wherein f(a,b) is the luminance value of the original image data corresponding to the pixel with X-direction
coordinate a and Y-direction coordinate b in the block, Sobelx is an X-direction Sobel operator and SobelY is a
Y-direction Soble operator;
calculating a gradient G of each pixel in the block: 

comparing the gradient G of each pixel in the block with a default threshold; if the gradient G of a pixel being
greater than the default threshold, determining the pixel as an edge point; and
summing the number of the pixels determined as edge points in the block as the edge information amount of
the block.

7. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 6, wherein each block comprises 3x3 pixels, the X-direction
Sobel operator Sobelx and Y-direction Soble operator SobelY are respectively as: 

8. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 6, wherein the adjustment gain calculation module calculates
the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block as follows:

presetting a target luminance for grayscale 255 at different luminance representative value APL so that the
target luminance decreasing as the grayscale corresponding to the luminance representative value increasing,
calculating a normal luminance adjustment coefficient K APL of each block as following: 

presetting a relation between the edge information amount and an edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge,
so that the edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge decreasing as the edge information amount increasing,
looking for the corresponding edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge based on the edge information
amount of each block;
calculating the luminance adjustment coefficient K as following: 

9. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 8, wherein the gain smooth processing module performs
calibration on the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block as follows:
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selecting a block, calculating a horizontal gain KH of an X-direction adjacent block, and a vertical gain KV of a
Y-direction adjacent block for the selected block as following: 

wherein K1 is the luminance adjustment coefficient of the selected block, K2 is the luminance adjustment coef-
ficient of X-direction adjacent block of the selected block, K3 is the luminance adjustment coefficient of Y-direction
adjacent block of the selected block, x and y are X-direction and Y-direction coordinates of each pixel with
respect to a center pixel of the selected block, X is the horizontal distance between the center pixel of the
selected block and the center pixel of the X-direction adjacent block, and Y is the vertical distance between the
center pixel of the selected block and the center pixel of the Y-direction adjacent block;
then, calculating the luminance adjustment calibration value K’ of each pixel in the selected block as following: 

10. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 9, wherein the data modulation module obtains the modulated
image data of each block as follows: 

wherein R’, G’, and B’ are modulated red image data, modulated green image data, and modulated blue image data
respectively.

11. A luminance adjustment system, comprising:

a block division module, for receiving original image data and dividing image into MxN blocks along X-direction
and Y-direction; wherein, M and N both positive integers; each block comprising a plurality of pixels arranged
in an array, the original image data of each pixel comprising: red original image data, green original image data,
and blue original image data;
a luminance representative value calculation module electrically connected to the block division module, for
obtaining a luminance representative value for each block;
an edge information extraction module electrically connected to the block division module, for analyzing the
original image data of each block to obtain an edge information amount of each block;
an adjustment gain calculation module electrically connected to the luminance representative value calculation
module and the edge information extraction module, for calculating a luminance adjustment coefficient of each
block based on the luminance representative value and the edge information amount of each block;
a gain smooth processing module electrically connected to the adjustment gain calculation module, for perform-
ing calibration the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block to obtain a luminance adjustment calibration
value of each block so as to performing smooth processing on each pixel in each block to prevent luminance
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at borders between blocks from mutating; and
a data modulation module electrically connected to the gain smooth processing module, for performing modu-
lation on the original image data based on the luminance adjustment calibration value of each block to obtain
a modulated image data of each block so as to perform individual luminance modulation on each block;
wherein the luminance representative value calculation module obtains the luminance representative value of
each block as follows:

obtaining a luminance feature value TBP of each pixel in a block; and
calculating an average of the luminance feature values TBP of all the pixels in the block as the luminance
representative value (average picture level, APL) of the block;

wherein the edge information extraction module uses Sobel operator for edge detection to obtain the edge
information amount of each bloc;
wherein the edge information extraction module obtains the edge information amount of each block as follows:

calculating an X-direction grayscale value Gx and a Y-direction grayscale GY of each pixel in a block: 

wherein f(a,b) is the luminance value of the original image data corresponding to the pixel with X-direction
coordinate a and Y-direction coordinate b in the block, Sobelx is an X-direction Sobel operator and SobelY
is a Y-direction Soble operator;
calculating a gradient G of each pixel in the block: 

comparing the gradient G of each pixel in the block with a default threshold; if the gradient G of a pixel
being greater than the default threshold, determining the pixel as an edge point; and
summing the number of the pixels determined as edge points in the block as the edge information amount
of the block;

wherein each block comprises 3x3 pixels, the X-direction Sobel operator Sobelx and Y-direction Soble operator
SobelY are respectively as: 

wherein the adjustment gain calculation module calculates the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block
as follows:

presetting a target luminance for grayscale 255 at different luminance representative value APL so that the
target luminance decreasing as the grayscale corresponding to the luminance representative value increas-
ing, calculating a normal luminance adjustment coefficient K APL of each block as following: 
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presetting a relation between the edge information amount and an edge luminance adjustment coefficient
Kedge, so that the edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge decreasing as the edge information amount
increasing, looking for the corresponding edge luminance adjustment coefficient Kedge based on the edge
information amount of each block;
calculating the luminance adjustment coefficient K as following: 

12. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 11, wherein the luminance representative value calculation
module obtains the luminance feature value TBP of each pixel in the block as follows:
extracting a maximum luminance value corresponding to the red original image data, green original image data,
and blue original image data of a pixel as the luminance feature value TBP, i.e.: 

13. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 11, wherein the luminance representative value calculation
module obtains the luminance feature value TBP of each pixel in the block as follows:
translating the red original image data, green original image data, and blue original image data of a pixel to YCbCr
color space, and then calculating the luminance feature value TBP with the following: 

14. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 11, wherein the gain smooth processing module performs
calibration on the luminance adjustment coefficient of each block as follows:

selecting a block, calculating a horizontal gain KH of an X-direction adjacent block, and a vertical gain KV of a
Y-direction adjacent block for the selected block as following: 

wherein K1 is the luminance adjustment coefficient of the selected block, K2 is the luminance adjustment coef-
ficient of X-direction adjacent block of the selected block, K3 is the luminance adjustment coefficient of Y-direction
adjacent block of the selected block, x and y are X-direction and Y-direction coordinates of each pixel with
respect to a center pixel of the selected block, X is the horizontal distance between the center pixel of the
selected block and the center pixel of the X-direction adjacent block, and Y is the vertical distance between the
center pixel of the selected block and the center pixel of the Y-direction adjacent block;
then, calculating the luminance adjustment calibration value K’ of each pixel in the selected block as following: 

15. The luminance adjustment system as claimed in Claim 14, wherein the data modulation module obtains the modulated
image data of each block as follows:

the modulated image data of a block = the luminance adjustment calibration value K’ of each pixel in the block
3 the original image data of the corresponding pixel in the block, i.e.: 
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wherein R’, G’, and B’ are modulated red image data, modulated green image data, and modulated blue image
data respectively.
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